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Optional.

The electrically height-adjustable 
foxx Conference makes it easy to switch 
between sitting and standing meetings.

Varying your posture at work ensures that the human musculo-
skeletal system remains free of discomfort even on long working 
days. What applies to work should also be the norm for com-
munication. That is why meetings held in a standing position 
are becoming increasingly important. However, meetings of this 
kind are not only relevant from an ergonomic point of view, they 
also contribute to greater efficiency. Studies show that 30 % 
less time is needed to make decisions in meetings conducted 
while standing. With foxx Conference, Wiesner-Hager offers 
a range of electrically height-adjustable conference tables with 

an adjustment range of 650 to 1290 mm, making it possible 
to switch quickly between sitting and standing meetings. The 
special frame construction in tubular steel ensures maximum 
stability – even with large conference table formats. The hand 
switch used to adjust the height is equipped with a memory 
module. This allows different height settings to be saved and 
called up directly. The large selection of table top formats and 
surfaces offers plenty of scope for creative design, from func-
tionally modern through to high-quality and elegant.

foxx Conference.
Encourages a change of perspective.

Standard model:

Table tops: choice of laminate (MFC) or HPL Fenix top with seamless, moisture 
resistant laser edge (ABS edge) or MDF board with veneer and laminated wood 
edge (straight part of the edge). Bevelled part of MDF edge in black. Other wood 
surfaces stained acc. to WH collection.

Frame: Infinitely electrically height-adjustable, tubular steel frame with T-leg base, 
column 70 x 70 mm, table top support black powder-coated, black adjustable 
plastic glides. Metal surfaces column and cantilever foot powder-coated either 
55 eloxal silver, 9005M pitch black or 9016 white.

Electric cabling (optional):
Rectangular cable flap:
Metal (for standard laminate and HPL Fenix table tops): 
powder-coated aluminium, with flap.
Veneer (for veneered table tops): flush flap with touch function.
Horizontal cable channel: metal cable channel, black, powder-coated. Rectangular table    Height of table

Dimensions in mm
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A-4950 Altheim
Linzer Strasse 22
T +43 (7723) 460-0
altheim@wiesner-hager.com

D-97080 Würzburg
Schürerstrasse 3
T +49 (931) 3 55 85-0
wuerzburg@wiesner-hager.com

NL-6101 XB Echt
Nobelweg 17
T +31 (475) 41 02 22
benelux@wiesner-hager.com

F-67201 Eckbolsheim
13, rue Ettore Bugatti
T +33 (3) 88 59 90 90
F +33 (3) 88 59 90 89
france@wiesner-hager.com

UK: Wiesner-Hager Ltd.
london@wiesner-hager.com

CZ-150 00 Praha 5
Drtinova 557/10
T +420 271 730 444
praha@wiesner-hager.com

Certified acc. to:
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 
and ISO 14025


